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Abstract. Two-photon fluorescence (TPF) and second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy provide direct visualization of the skin dermal fibers in vivo. A typical method for analyzing TPF/SHG images involves averaging the image intensity and therefore disregarding the spatial distribution information. The goal of this study is to develop an algorithm to document age-related effects of the dermal matrix. TPF and SHG images were acquired from the upper inner arm, volar forearm, and cheek of female volunteers of two age groups: 20 to 30 and 60 to 80 years of age. The acquired images were analyzed for parameters relating to collagen and elastin fiber features, such as orientation and density. Both collagen and elastin fibers showed higher anisotropy in fiber orientation for the older group. The greatest difference in elastin fiber anisotropy between the two groups was found for the upper inner arm site. Elastin fiber density increased with age, whereas collagen fiber density decreased with age. The proposed analysis considers the spatial information inherent to the TPF and SHG images and provides additional insights into how the dermal fiber structure is affected by the aging process. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.23.3.030501]
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Certain structural and morphological changes of the skin tissue are associated with the aging process. These changes involve mainly the extracellular matrix components collagen, elastin, proteoglycans, fibronectin, etc. Recently, several optical methods, such as reflectance confocal microscopy, and optical coherence tomography provide direct visualization of the inner skin structures noninvasively, have been developed to study the skin aging process. Multiphoton microscopy (MPM) offers direct visualization of collagen and elastin fibers simultaneously, using the two-photon fluorescence (TPF) and second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging channels, respectively. Its unique capability to separate the SHG signals of collagen fibers from elastin autofluorescence (AF) has confirmed MPM as an ideal method to investigate skin aging. For example, by analyzing the mean intensity changes of collagen and elastin fibers, the SHG-to-AF aging index of dermis (SAAID) was defined and found to decrease with age. In addition to intrinsic aging, photoaging has also been studied by comparing the differences in SAAID between sun-exposed and sun-protected skin regions. However, this method ignores the information relating to the spatial distribution of the signals. One method that has been proposed to address this limitation involves the use of the fast Fourier-transform analysis to evaluate the orientation and bundle packing of collagen fibers in mouse skin. In this study, we propose a different approach to analyze the spatial distribution of the SHG and AF signals. We use this approach to characterize the orientation and density of collagen and elastin fibers, which provides insights into the age-related remodeling of the dermal matrix.

The MPM system used in this study was a commercial MPTFlex® system (JenLab GmbH, Jena, Germany), which uses a tunable near-infrared femtosecond laser for excitation. The excitation wavelength was 820 nm, and the irradiation power at the skin surface was ≤ 50 mW. TPF and SHG signals were collected at distinct wavelength ranges such as 409 to 680 nm and 373 to 387 nm, respectively. For each subject, three image stacks (from 20 μm above the skin surface to 120-μm beneath the skin surface with a step size of 5 μm) were acquired. The image field was 200 × 200 μm corresponding to 512 × 512 pixels. Z-stacks of TPF and SHG images were also taken at three different body sites including the dorsal forearm, upper inner arm, and cheek. Twenty female volunteers equally split between two age groups such as 20 to 30 and 60 to 80 years of age were recruited for this study following a signed informed consent. The study was approved by the Landesärztekammer Thüringen ethics committee (Jena, Germany). Image analysis to characterize the dermal fiber alterations was performed. Due to the field curvature and the uneven topology of the skin layers, the dermal fibers appeared at different frames and areas within each frame. For example, in some images half of the field-of-view was occupied by cellular structures of the epidermis and the other half with dermal fibers. For a standardized analysis, a region of interest (ROI) of 200 × 200 pixels with relatively rich fiber coverage was selected for each frame.

Dermal fibers were easily identified in the TPF and SHG images of the younger skin group, with elastin fibers shown as thin distinct bundles [Fig. 1(a)], whereas collagen fibers shown as thick intertwined bundles [Fig. 1(b)]. In Fig. 1(c), the false-color overlay image, with red representing elastin fibers and green representing collagen fibers, shows that the two types of fibers spatially intertwine with each other, with almost no overlaps. In the aged group, elastin fibers assumed a tortuous and patchy shape [Fig. 1(d)], and the SHG intensities were significantly altered [Fig. 1(e)]. In addition to intrinsic aging, changes in elastin fiber structure presumably due to photoaging (photo elastosis) was also observed [Figs. 1(f)–1(i)].
In the past, Ruvolo et al.\textsuperscript{9} introduced the anisotropy ratio to quantify the directionality of skin surface tension. They showed that it is a sensitive parameter to capture the age-dependent preferential orientation that aligns roughly with the Langer’s lines.\textsuperscript{9} Here, we propose a similar approach, through the use of the anisotropy ratio, to evaluate the cohesiveness in the orientation of the collagen and elastin fibers on the multiphoton images. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the image analysis process we followed. Each selected ROI image was normalized to a mean intensity of zero with standard deviation of one. A $5 \times 5$ Gaussian filter with $\sigma = 1$ was used to calculate the local intensity gradient and generate the local orientation map image.\textsuperscript{10} In parallel, $K$-means clustering\textsuperscript{11} was used to binarize the image into two clusters (fibers and background). The local fiber orientation was extracted by combining the $K$-means clustering and the local orientation map. Then, the orientation distribution for the fiber cluster was plotted and approximated with a normal distribution curve. From the parameters of the fitted curve, we calculated the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the anisotropy ratio, defined as the ratio of the Gaussian maximum over the FWHM

\[ \text{Anisotropy ratio} = \frac{\text{max height}}{\text{FWHM}}. \]  

High anisotropy ratio corresponds to a strong alignment in the fiber orientation, whereas low anisotropy ratio corresponds to a more random fiber orientation (Fig. 3). Note that multiple dominant orientations may exist, which would increase the error of the normal fit. The mean square error of the fit was analyzed, and no significant difference was observed between the two age groups.

The older group showed a significantly higher anisotropy ratio compared with the younger group ($p < 0.05$), indicating that both the collagen and elastin fibers in the older group have a more aligned orientation with a strong dominant direction [Figs. 4(a)–4(b)]. Further analysis of individual sites was performed to examine the effect of photo exposure on collagen and elastin fiber orientation anisotropy. From the three sites of interest in this study, the cheek site can be considered as the most photo exposed and the upper inner arm as the least photo exposed. Collagen fibers [Fig. 4(c)] showed consistently higher anisotropy ratio for all three body sites for the older group, which suggests that increased photo exposure has minimal effect on collagen fiber orientation. The effect of photo exposure is more prominent for the elastin fibers [Fig. 4(d)]. The largest differences in the anisotropy ratio values between

Fig. 1 Representative multiphoton images of the dermis of facial skin. Younger group: (a) elastin fibers, (b) collagen fibers, and (c) false color overlay image (red: elastin fibers; green: collagen fibers); older group: (d) elastin fibers, (e) collagen fibers, and (f) false color overlay image (red: elastin fibers; green: collagen fibers); photodamaged skin (older group): (g) elastin fibers, (h) collagen fibers, and (i) false color overlay image (red: elastin fibers; green: collagen fibers). While arrows point to regions of potential photo-elastosis. Scale bar: 50 $\mu$m.

Fig. 2 Image analysis flow diagram for the calculation of the anisotropy ratio of the fiber orientation. The normalized ROI was used to generate the fiber orientation map and the fiber mask. The resulting fiber orientation histogram was approximated with a normal distribution function, which was used to calculate the anisotropy ratio of the fiber orientation.

Fig. 3 Representative fiber images with (a) relatively high anisotropy ratio (0.0011) and (b) relatively low anisotropy ratio (0.0003). (c) A high anisotropy ratio value is indicative of strong fiber alignment at the dominant orientation, while (d) a low anisotropy ratio value is indicative of more random fiber orientation.
the two age groups were observed for the upper inner arm, where photo exposure is relatively low and intrinsic aging is the primary factor. The increased anisotropy in elastin fiber orientation may relate to reduced skin elasticity and resiliency in aged skin.

Fiber density was calculated on the binarized images generated with the $K$-means clustering method. As shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), elastin fiber density is statistically higher in the older age group, independently of the body site tested. On the other hand, the collagen fiber density is lower for the older group for the cheek and dorsal forearm site but without statistical difference for the upper inner arm site. This indicates that a combination of extrinsic aging (i.e., photodamage) with intrinsic aging may synergistically elevate the degree of collagen degradation. In addition to the fiber density, the mean signal intensity of each ROI was also calculated. For facial skin, the mean signal intensity of both elastin (TPF) and collagen (SHG) fibers was found to be significantly lower in the older group compared with the younger (data not shown).

However, for both the upper inner arm and dorsal forearm site, there was no statistical significance between the two age groups for either the TPF or SHG images. These results further prove that considering only the mean signal intensity is enough to differentiate between the age groups. The spatial distribution analysis provides complimentary information and can be very useful in the study of the dermal fiber remodeling processes associated with aging.

In summary, the common method of calculating SAAID based on TPF/SHG images involves the average signal intensity and neglects the spatial distribution information. In this paper, we propose a method that accounts for the spatial information, which provides additional insights into how collagen and elastin fibers are altered with age. Both collagen and elastin fibers showed a greater alignment of fiber orientation with one single dominant orientation in the older group. The greatest difference in elastin fiber anisotropy between the two groups was found for the upper inner arm site. Elastin fiber density increased with age, whereas collagen fiber density decreased with age.
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